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1. ~8 i8 well known,/ll the Einstein theory of gravity
 
w1th the aotion
 

s= -16~G ~lx li R(~) (1) 

is 'D.onrenormalizable. ,The oounterterms whioh remove the ultraviolet 
divergenoes do not repeat the .struoture of an initial Lagrangian and 
thus are	 not reduoed to ,the renormalization of a finite number of 
parameters-leading to an infinite-parameter arbitrariness. In th1s 
sense the	 quantum theory of gravity does not exiet. 

However, what we actually need is a finite and uniquely oaloula
ble S-matrix rather than the Green funotions. It happens to be that 
the pura	 gravity (i.e. without matter fields) possesses the desired 
property in the lowest one-loop order /2/. Ignoring the nontrivial 
topology,	 i.e. the terms with the total derivatives in the Lagrangian, 
the one-loop divergences are (we use the dimensionalregularization) 

2. ,.,." ]'lI 
Q	 R + b Rr " R . (2)ê 

On mass shell, i.e. taking into aooount the Hilbert-Einstein equat
ions Rt'v C' O ,the divergenoes van1sh, i. e. the one-loop' S-matI~ix 
in Einstein gravity is finite. 

However, already in the two-loop approximation the singulari 
ties are proportional to the third power of the Riemann ourvature 
tensor and the following struoture is possibl'e IJI . 

ra- T>' r VR R	 (J)R r- v rcr 't). ~ 

whicl:} does not van1sh whenoe Rr '/ t:: O • Explioit oaloulation 141 
ShOW6 that this struoture really appears and destroya the fin1teness 
of the S-matrix. 

ihe way out of this diffioul ty have been searohed in 6uper- ' 
gravity, where the struoture like eq. (J)' i6 forbidden due to 
aupersymmetry. However, in higher loops the expressiona whioh do ~ot 

, /1/vanioh on ahell still appear, and the problem. remains unsolved .; 
In the present papar wa pro~oae the way' towards solutio? of 

tho problem of divergences leading to a finite S-matrix in all ordera 
ot perturbnt10n theory. 
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2. Conaider the general struoture of ultraviolet divergenoes in 
quantum gravity. They ean be expressed in the following way 

~	 ~ ~ 
T("J~')"" (~'t )t\.E ri oS. () ) z. I'LE 1'\-1 )" - {(r~

L-- p7. G- T l ~JE.) = L (~) o ~	 (4)
E. " ' 

tu!	 "'_" K:~ 

'i"" 
where G is the Newton oonstant. Due to the general oovarianoe the 

;j'(j	 functions I(hl~) are oonstruoted out of Riemann tensora and oovari~t 

derivatives being homogeneous funotions of order n+l 

k) n+~ 

T l Vl ~ AJ) (~);"\J R (~) 
.2 

R. 

Expression (4) inoludes alI the possible a1ngularitiea in Green 
functions on mass shell as well as off shel}, and oan be obtained 
most easily by the b(okg~und field method 51 • 

The funotions T n,~ depend on the baokground metrio 
~r~Okground • Transition to the mass shell usually means that 

the baokground metrio obeys the olassioal equations of motion, in 
our oase Rf"''' ( ~ ) == O • The met ri o 9fA~ ,generally speaking, 
depends on the spaoe-time dimension. In 4- 2 ê dimensions 
~~v ::: ~ ~v ( €), where the ê -dependence :ts nonsingular. 

,T.he idea of the proposed method to oonstruot a finite quantum gravity 
i8 based on this property. 
~!â~~i In quantum theory of gravity with the Lagrangian (I) one 

oan aohieve the canoellation of alI the ultraviolet 
divergenoes in the S-matrix, if the baokground metrio is 
oho8en to be 

B )" 

CJ- r" =	 c: 
k~O 

where the olassioal metrio 

(k) k 

~ r" ,E , (5 ) 

~ r"(o) 
obeys the Einstein 

equation RT"''' ( ~ (o") )::: o. 

Proof 
Consider eq. (4) order by order in the loop expansion and use 

the method of induetion. 

..L. T (~)1)( ~C~)) = OlL=i	 E . 'if R,..." ( a(O))= O . (6),) 

.L. T(~·a~ ( ~ CO)) ==- Oel	 due to eq. (6) beoause it~ ' 

,I h".hiF;·~[~n MHCn,tTYl I" 
~i~I	 ~C~~eIOB!wme 

s:::,Wt:.. m.. !,~·n=f.( IA 
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(4,<1 )	 (01)1"> -,- (.f)1) (-(,_f) 

is totally defined by T .. (~) for any ~ • Otherwise, we would	 where K ( R.. (1)) ::: -, (~) • It follows that if I< (S'O)}.o 
have a nonlocal divergence which cannot be removed in the usual
 
fashion due to the absence of one-loop oounterterms on shall.


t : Due to eq, (5) we have 

T	 f~.i) ( (O)) + cL T (2)2) ( q ("~)J = O (7)a ,(O) + 
~ clt . <J 7 <J 7::: o 

(:z,(~ ( (D) \
• Rence, even if I . 4 J:f O one can achieve fini te

(4)	 (22)ness properly choosing ~ r" provided that T.' possesses a 
a Q (o)	 • Cf. {<Ofirst order zero at ~,..y:: <JrI! and the cpe rat or a ct ãng on q,.."
 

is convertable. We return to this question ~elow.
 

h= ri AlI the coeffic1.ent functions of higher poles should vanã eh 
---- N-1 (k
when <J Il." = L.. ~ }. E,1ç for the sarne reason as above , This is 

t' k-o r
 
.a consequence of the absence of divergences in lower orders of
 
perturbation theory and hence the absence of lower order counter-


B
terms for a given choice of ~ tA" • As is well known, the counter-
terms of higher poles are not independent but are defined by the 
coefficients of the lowest pole in previous orders of perturbation 
theory. This is true both in renorroalizable and nonrenormalizible 

/6theories and is a consequence of the renormalization group • 
8The -dependence of ~t"v does not change the situation sinceê 

...
the above is true for in arbitrary value of ~rv.
 

Thus, the only s1ngularity left is that of a simple pole
 

.L. T pll i) ( (O)') + .... -\- oi TCfJl~)( (0);.- Cl(N-1))! ~ O. 
f.' . ~ J.7 2 7<J t::o (8) 

CH)N) I!. q (o)
Again, if T has a simple zero at ~ 1",,:: Q' r" and the 
operator is convertable, one can achieve finiteness of the S-matrix. 

To show this, we note that 
("I) N) ( 1'J k (IJ) N) ( ~) (9)

T \ ) =(-)	 ~V 
("lI"') 

where f( (~)is the N-th order counterterm. It obeys the
 
equation /6/
 

(N	 N) ol. (tJ-1,N'--i ('V\) 

N K ) (R(~)):=;: k (R(t) + t \< (R(1-)))) =0

7 ~ (10) 
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then K (N."') ( ~ /0) ) = O • Moreover, the structures with a first ." 
/6/order zero is alwaya present • They. are 

"R " ... R " R RI\" R'I "... Q,,"R..	 R11.. nli 
\... ....-'

fi '"----------
Here to find @~~N) ,we have the second order linear differential 
equation with the operator defined by the variation of the Ricci
 

l... tensor
 
.1')

'\ (I-)) ~ [ 2 (N) (N)"" at C101) .,J. CN)] 

<t> R(A" (@ ) ::: 2: ~ ~ r: + ~ rVv ~ c#. - "1 r'J ~ ai 'ti - "Y" "i ~ cJ.r ' 

'oi 
wher~lthe covariant derivative is defined with respect to the metric 
a	 (0),\

<:rr" . 
This completes our proof. 

J. Some oomments concerning the proposed procedure to construct 
a finite S-matrix in qUántum gravity are in order:
 
1) Equations defining ~~j are obtained uniquely.
 

Q (o)
2)	 The physioal meaning is attached to the metric <1 rv 

the	 elassical equations being unchanged. 
J)	 As fax as all the poles in matrix elements are cancelled in every 

arder, the powers of C!""7p"l. ') E. vanish when E ~ O and does not 
give ~ P7r 2.. Tb.us the usual arbitrariness in the choice of r
is ábsent. The dimensional transmutation does not occur, and the 
theory remains conforrnally invariante 

4)	 Addition of matter fields to eq. (1) with spin O, 1/2 and 1 
destroys the one-loop finiteness on shell /1/. It can be saved 
only.in the presence of spin J/2 field. Thus the incorporation of 
matter fields inevitably leads to Bupergravity, where the proposed 
algorithm enables us to spread the finiteness to all order of 
perturbation theory. 

~e descr1bed procedure haa a more general validity. Tbe statement 
is that ~ theory (renormalizable or nonrenormalizable) finite 
1n the one-loop order Cas à whole ar on mass abell) possesses th1s 

~' 
I
\ 

property 1n alI orders of pe7turbat1on theory. Some exampies bave 
been alread1' cons1õ.ered /7,8 • . 

The author 15 grateful to B.j,.Ivanov. V.G.Kadyshevsky, R.E.KaJ.iosh, 
N.V.Kr~sn1kov, P.P.Kulish, V.I.Og1evetsky, ':A.A.Slavnov, D.V.Shírkov, 
O.V.farasov, j,.~Tseytlin, B.L.Voronov and O.I.Závjalov for useful 
d1scus SiODS. 
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Ka3aKOB n.n, E2-87-209 
K KOHellHOH KBaHTOBOH TeOpHH rpa.BHTaU;HH 

llOKa3aHO, lITO B KBaHTOBOH TeOpHH 3HHIllTeHHOBCKOH rpasa
TaU;HH MO)KHO ,n06HTbCH COKpameHHH acex YJIbTpaqmOJIeTOBbIX 
paCXO,nHMOCTeH na MaCCOBOH nOBepXHOCTH Ha,nJIe)Kam;HM BbI6opOM 
<l>OHOBOH MeTpHKH. B pavncax pa3MepHOH perYJIHpH3aU;HH g.B = 
= L g(k) (k , npaser-r KJIaCCHlIeCKaH MeTpHKa g (O) y,nOBJIeTBO~eT 
k > o J1V	 (.LV 

-	 U~ U R «(O» OYPaBHeHHIO aHHIllTeHHa J1V g =. 

Pa60Ta nsmornreaa B Jlaõoparopaa reoperaxecxoã <l>H3HKH 
ÜMHM. 

Ilpenpaar 06'he.zUiHeHHOrO HHCTHTYTa anepasrx HCCJIenOBSHIDí. ny6Ha 1987 

Kazakov D.I.	 E2-87-209 
Towards a Finite Quantum Gravity 

It is shown that in Einstein quantum gravity one can achieve 
the cancellation of all the ultraviolet divergences on mass shell by 
an appropriate choice of the background metric. In the framework 
of dimensional regularization gJ1~ = L g ~&J .é k , where the classi

kLO 
cal metric g(O) obeys the Einstein equation R v (g (O» = O. 

J1V	 J1 

The investigation 'has been performed at the Laboratory. of 
Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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